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When Irish writer Maeve Brennan took up her job as a fashion copywriter at Harper’s Bazaar in New York in 1943, she joined a magazine that was fully preoccupied with navigating a path between the demands of style and social responsibility, between a commitment to fashion and concern for communal responsibility and the expression of patriotic sentiment in wartime America. This early experience and her participation in a magazine culture that sought to find a new harmony between fashion and social responsibility filters through to Brennan’s later work and leaves its mark on her distinctive preoccupation with the politics of style. This article examines self-fashioning and self-invention in Brennan’s writing. It argues that while in some of her stories for The New Yorker, particularly those published in the 1950s, Brennan seems to offer an extended and, at times, severe critique of dandyism, elsewhere in her writing, self-fashioning and the cultivation of personal style take on an altogether positive value and are imbricated in the political and literary commitments of her work. Brennan responds explicitly to constructions of Irish femininity in the United States in her short stories, particularly those that feature Irish domestic servants, but she also answers back to a troubling history of imagining the Irish woman servant as a backward and undesirable presence in the American middle class home through her highly self-conscious and determined commitment to stylish self-presentation and sartorial elegance.  
Brennan’s concern with exploring questions of style, subjectivity, and the power and potential hazards of self-display is also evident in her contributions to ‘The Talk of the Town’ column of The New Yorker, written under the pseudonym ‘The Long-Winded Lady’. Moreover, a similar dedication to exploring the power of self-fashioning can be observed in Brennan’s life, in the role she played as a New York personality, as well as in her literary oeuvre. As highlighted in Angela Bourke’s biography, Maeve Brennan: Homesick at the New Yorker (2004), Brennan refused convention and was at home with the contradiction of being what she herself described in 1969 as a ‘traveler in residence’ (Brennan 1997: 2), a near relative of what Quentin Crisp would later identify as New York’s ‘resident alien’ (Crisp 1996) in the title of his celebrated diary of the life of the New York dandy. 
As a writer remembered as deeply committed to a unique personal style, Brennan’s work and life can productively be placed in a tradition of dandyism that speaks to the influence of all-important predecessors, in a lineage that is ultimately traceable to Oscar Wilde, as well as resonating in subtle but revealing ways with the writing and public personae of New York literary figures that went before her, such as Dorothy Parker. One of the entries in the index to Bourke’s biography of Brennan, an all-important recovery project, includes the following keywords under ‘Personality’: ‘charm’, ‘dominance’, ‘exuberance’, ‘generosity’, ‘inability to manage money’, ‘interest in detective stories’, ‘love of codes’, ‘sense of the ridiculous’, ‘volatility’, ‘wit’ (Bourke 2004: 317). As a vocabulary for discussing Brennan’s work as well as her life it is a rich and suggestive one. It is also the language of decadence that speaks, albeit from a distance, to some of the more immediately recognisable popular impressions of dandyism. While acknowledging Dandyism’s resistance to any totalising definition, Jessica Feldman highlights a number of key qualities and characteristics: ‘The dandy is, for example, artificial in dress and deportment, always elegant, often theatrical. He creates “la mode,” style itself. He requires an audience in order to display his hauteur, his very distance from that audience. … Military in bearing and discipline, the dandy is also as fragile and whimsical as a butterfly. Outwardly cool, he burns inwardly’ (Feldman 1993: 3). I will explore how Brennan engages with this set of possibilities in both her creation of her New York persona and in her careful study of the figure of the dandy in her short stories. Not only does Brennan emerge as one of Irish America’s most important literary voices, but she can also be read and appreciated as one of mid-century New York’s most enigmatic female dandies. 
Jessica Feldman’s history of dandyism places necessary emphasis on its ‘paradoxical, centerless, mobile truth’ (Feldman 1993: 2) and a number of critics have been keen to recover the overlooked history of female dandyism. The exclusion of women in the nineteenth and early twentieth-century project of dandyism is addressed directly by Rhonda Garelick in Rising Star: Dandyism, Gender, and Performance in the Fin de Siècle: ‘As a movement founded against nature, decadent dandyism seems to leave no space for the woman. It prizes perpetual, artificial youth and a reified, immobilized self. By virtue of their association with the human life cycle and reproduction, women threaten the dandy’s eternal presence with temporality, and hence become objects of fear and disdain in decadent literature’ (1998 Garelick: 5). And yet even if the idea of the female dandy seemed anomalous, Regenia Gagnier provides an equally important reminder that dandies at the fin de siècle carried a burden of marginalisation most compatible with the lives of women in the period: ‘Socially central, yet politically marginal and financially vulnerable, their position was often compared to that of women, who were limited in their ability to be dandies by the social constraints upon their ability to be commercial’ (Gagnier 2004: 34). A number of recent critical interventions have reconsidered the place of women in the history of dandyism. Miranda Gill, for example, offers a new perspective on female dandyism in nineteenth-century France in ‘The Myth of the Female Dandy’ while Garelick’s previously mentioned book, a study of celebrity, stardom, and dandyism, develops an argument that places pressure on the boundaries of the history of dandyism and calls for a more careful appraisal and appreciation of figures such as Sarah Bernhardt, Isadora Duncan, Ellen Terry, and the neglected case of fin de siècle dancer and performer, Loie Fuller (Garelick 1998: 99). The final chapter of Garelick’s book traces a history of afterlives of the dandy that takes in figures as various as Prince and Derrida. Garelick’s round up of mid-to-late twentieth-century exponents of female dandyism includes Jackie Onassis; she makes the case based on Onassis’s ‘association with “artifice” of all kinds – interior design, haute couture, the fine arts, her famous hairdo…’ (Garelick 1998: 159) and so suggests that the female dandy was capable of infiltrating the most privileged of Irish-American circles, just as Maeve Brennan’s star was in the ascendant. Brennan might be added to this history of American dandyism, but her work and life are perhaps best understood in relation to the culture of Irish dandyism that has Oscar Wilde at its centre. 
I am most interested in how Brennan, as well offering her own version of dandyism, holds the dandy figure up for scrutiny and invests in an idea of dandyism that draws attention to the power and purpose of style and its potential political value. In the genus of Irish dandyism, every Irish writer after Wilde is indebted to Wilde’s archetype, but recent work on the inheritances of the Irish female literary tradition points towards alternative possibilities for thinking about women in relation to a tradition of Irish dandyism. In ‘Edna O’Brien, Irish Dandy’, Maureen O’Connor breaks new ground in theorising the female dandy and develops a critical model for thinking about the Irish woman writer and her relationship with her own image in the public sphere – O’Connor traces a genealogy from Edna O’Brien back to Constance Markievicz, Maud Gonne, and Sydney Owenson, thus opening up new possibilities for thinking about the place of women in the history of Irish dandyism. Paige Reynolds’s work on Lady Augusta Gregory’s tour of America adds its own chapter to this history and is most relevant here to the public performances of Irish women writers in the United States. In ‘The Making of a Celebrity: Lady Gregory and the Abbey’s First American Tour’, Reynolds notes the enabling effect the tour had on Lady Gregory’s self-perception: ‘Gregory’s encounters with American celebrity and supportive female communities changed her modes of behaviour, and encouraged her to articulate publicly her opinions on a wide variety of topics’ (Reynolds 2004: 90). As a publicly visible figure associated with the world of fashion and the literary coterie of The New Yorker Brennan, too, had many encounters with the celebrity circles of mid-century New York. 
I want to argue here that Maeve Brennan might also be seen as belonging to a tradition of Irish female dandyism, by exploring the preoccupation with style in her work and examining its relationship with the political charge of her writing. Such interest in the possible power of style is something that, according to Neil Sammells’s diagnosis in Wilde Style: The Plays and Prose of Oscar Wilde, was a most distinctive feature of Wilde’s radical and subversive recasting of dandyism: 
Brummell effects an inversion of social and political relations. Wilde takes the process a step further: those structures are not just inverted, they are collapsed. As I have argued of his presentation in An Ideal Husband of the social dynamics of fashion which level the producers and the consumers of style, it can in fact be an important solvent of social hierarchies. Style comes to function not as a means by which the centre defines itself, but as a means by which that same centre is transformed and democratised – by people with attitude (Sammells 2000: 119). 
As a writer celebrated for the elegance of her prose in her stories for The New Yorker, Brennan’s concern with other forms of style can be seen in her relationship with self-fashioning and this article is most concerned with mapping how – in her life as well as her work – she studied and came to embody the transformative potential of style. Brennan was known for the stylishness of her writing and came into her own at the New Yorker, famed for the controlled precision and polish of its published work. The careful attention to nuance characteristic of her prose was mirrored in her meticulous attitude to sartorial matters, a sensibility cultivated during her years as a copywriter and later fashion assistant at Harper’s Bazaar in the 1940s. 
This early apprenticeship at Harper’s Bazaar was especially important to her thinking about fashion and self-fashioning. As argued by Caitríona Clear in her work on Irish magazine culture in the period, magazines played an important role in the lives of women in the mid-century and in women’s claims to cultural agency: ‘women read and understood magazines in a number of ways and for a number of purposes – information, advice, escapism and fantasy, reassurance and challenge’ (Clear 2013: 73). Brennan’s early training at one of New York’s premier magazine shows itself in her later writing and the next section will explore the ways in which Brennan calls attention to the power of fashion and its attendant responsibilities by focusing on those stories that foreground central questions about style and self-display. 

 ‘The Gentleman in the Pink-and-White Striped Shirt’: The Uses and Abuses of Style in Brennan’s Short Stories 
In Brennan’s 1953 story ‘The View from the Kitchen’, Charles Runyon, a regular visitor to the fictional suburb of Herbert’s Retreat – a key setting in many of Brennan’s New York stories – amuses himself with hostess and lady of the house, Leona Harkey, by decorating and painting a statue of a clown in her garden: ‘The clown wore baggy pants, a flowing tie, and a jacket too small for him. His gray stone wig hung dead from one of his hands, and his face, with its despairing grin, had just been freshly powdered, and painted with purple lipstick’ (Brennan 2001: 6). In light of Runyon’s role in Brennan’s Herbert’s Retreat stories – that of self-appointed dandy and official authority on all questions of taste, from home décor to matters of fashion and personal style – it is difficult not to interpret the powdered and painted clown as a mirror image of other kinds of presentation, display, and self-fashioning examined by Brennan. There are times in her work when Brennan very fiercely and knowingly critiques one form of dandyism, what for her it would seem is the wrong kind of commitment to style. Especially damning of Charles Runyon in the role of self-styled New York dandy is his hostess’s Irish maid, Bridie. Bridie, the Irish domestic and all-seeing outsider is a recurring figure in Brennan’s stories, and wryly refers to him as ‘Mr God Runyon’ because of Leona’s faithful devotion to him and because of the trust she places in him when it comes to all matters of domestic and personal taste. Bridie’s account of Charles Runyon makes her feelings about his privileging of personal appearance over all other matters very clear: ‘Oh, he’s a very elegant gentleman. Did you notice the pointy shoes he’s wearing. And the waistcoat with the little buttons on it. And the way he shapes around, imagining everybody is looking at him. He’d make you sick’ (Brennan 2001: 8, italics in original). 
In unpublished draft material on file in the Maeve Brennan Papers at the University of Delaware, Charles Runyon’s wardrobe is scrutinised more closely. 
He had morning clothes, afternoon clothes, evening clothes, clothes to wear to balls and funerals and christenings and dinners and teas and cocktail parties and luncheons and banquets and suppers and receptions and for promenading and going to church and paying afternoon calls. For receiving the press, he had many outfits. He was prepared to be interviewed at breakfast, or in the late morning, or at any time afterwards, at home, and for parties given in his honour, from ladies’ club teas to full dress theatre suppers, he had such a variety of clothes that it was unlikely he would ever be seen looking twice the same. So far, there had been no demand for interviews, and no one in New York had ever given even a tea for Charles, but he knew that the invitations would come, the requests and the invitations, and when they came it would be in an avalanche, and he would be ready. He had been ready for fame since he was a tiny baby. Now his wardrobe was ready (MS243 Series II.2 Folder 20: 5, Maeve Brennan Collection). 
Runyon, more often than not, ends up on the receiving end of Brennan’s satire and she finds various humorous means of punishing him for his vain delusions. An important footnote that further contextualises Brennan’s vendetta against the character is that Charles Runyon is a literary critic and theatre reviewer and his popularity as a guest at Herbert’s Retreat is in no small part down to his celebrated wit and his promise of access to culture and sophistication – vital accessories in the jostling for position that goes on between the residents of this aspirational New York suburb. The domestic servant, Bridie, once more, offers a helpful account of his privileged place in the community: 
He has his own room here, even. He told her the way he wanted it, and she had it all done up for him. He hasn’t even got his own car, but they fall over themselves around here to see which one of them will give him a lift out from the city. They think it’s an honor, having him around. He’s supposed to be very witty. A wit, he is (Brennan 2001: 14).
When not being feted in the New York suburbs, Runyon lives in a room in a hotel in the city, a room that none of his New York friends have seen, although his one-time celebrity status leads to great speculation about the décor of his home. We learn in ‘The Gentleman in the Pink-and-White Striped Shirt’ (1955): ‘There had been a period when columnists had conjectured almost weekly about its shape (it was long and narrow) and about its colour (its walls, once pearl gray, had hardened to stone gray and chipped during Charles’s tenancy, but he refused to allow it to be repainted) and its furnishings’ (Brennan 2001: 39). His room, in spite of the expectations of his devoted followers, is an arid shrine to self-absorption, completely at odds with the public image of Runyon as celebrated writer and wit and man about town with an appreciation for the finer things in life. The narrowness of Runyon’s vision is captured most vividly in his reading habits: ‘His bookcase contained twelve copies of each of his own six books, the latest of which was ten years old, and on the lowest, deepest shelf he kept issues of magazines and newspapers in which articles by him had appeared’ (Brennan 2001: 39-40). Now a shadow of his former success, he suffers the humiliation of having his work limited to ‘a weekly column for a string of Midwestern newspapers’ (Brennan 2001: 40). Under pressure to defend his public persona from his increasingly impoverished state, he has little choice but to take up the role of resident dandy offered by Herbert’s Retreat. Charles Runyon’s service to dandyism as it evolves in Brennan’s stories is more or less confined to the middle and upper middle class women he patronises and, most particularly, his generous if insufferable hostess, who provides him with a second home and offers relief from his mean existence in the Murray Hill hotel. In return for these indulgences, he is relied upon to be ‘their infallible authority on the rules of gracious living and on the shadowy and constantly changing dimensions of good taste’ (Brennan 2001: 41).
In ‘The Gentleman in the Pink-and-White Striped Shirt’ (1955) Brennan goes to special lengths to expose the extent of Runyon’s vanity in spite of the penury of his existence. His retreat from the world and repudiation of intimacy might be forgivable according to the law of dandyism, but what Brennan cannot forgive is that he is mean, grasping, and rude – lacking in manners as Quentin Crisp would have it – good manners being, as expounded in Crisp’s Manners from Heaven: A Divine Guide to Good Behaviour, one of the most important accoutrements of style (Crisp 1984).  In ‘The Gentleman in the Pink-and-White Striped Shirt’, we witness Runyon stealing a neighbour’s newspapers and going to some lengths to avoid tipping a bell boy (Brennan 2001: 43-44). The story sees him punished harshly for his meanness when, in his efforts to avoid being found out as a petty thief, he ends up ruining his new pink and white striped shirt with newspaper ink – the same expensive shirt that was bought especially for him by his hostess to celebrate the anniversary of their acquaintance.  
Brennan’s unrelenting criticism of Runyon’s brand of dandyism is at first impression surprising given that Brennan’s own work and life speak to a shared interest in self-containment, self-presentation, and style. As a one-time fashion writer for whom personal style was paramount and who was known and remembered for her trademark style, it is striking that in her exposure of different forms of hypocrisy in her short stories she reserves some of her harshest satirical punishments for the dandy figure. She uses various means to consolidate an impression of Runyon as a would-be dandy. One of his notable personal traits is that he is an adherent of what Quentin Crisp celebrates as ‘talk for talking’s sake’ (Crisp 1975: 7) in his manifesto How to Have a Life-Style. In ‘The View from the Kitchen’ (1953) in a moment of reflection Runyon reminisces with his hostess ‘Do you remember how we used to talk and talk about it?’ (Brennan 2001: 9, italics in original), and such ‘talk’ is vital to the dynamic of their relationship. But none of these things – neither his preoccupation with fashion nor ‘talk for talking’s sake’ are ever criticised for themselves in Brennan’s work – indeed, in other contexts they have an entirely positive value in her writing. Neither is Runyon’s lack of sincerity any real crime – in fact, Brennan’s work is wary of ‘sincerity’ as a particularly dangerous kind of affectation as her stories reserve their greatest suspicion for the motives of the self-appointed middle class philanthropist. Brennan does not seek to valorise any notion of authenticity or sincerity – the position she takes up is at home with what Sammells identifies as a crucial strand in Wilde’s work. He writes of Wilde’s ‘The Critic as Artist’: 
Once again we see Wilde refusing the limiting and oppressive notion of authenticity: denying the ‘naturalness’ of individual identity. Multiple selves are slippery selves; deprived of an anchorage in a natural world which has the brooding facticity of fate, which is instead fashioned by the human agent rather than for the human subject, the individual personality is free-floating, self-fashioning, supremely and stylishly indifferent to a hostile normativity (Sammells 2000: 38). 
 Charles Runyon’s greatest failing in these stories is his marked lack of what Sammells calls ‘individual personality’ in the cultivation of his personal aesthetic. Brennan exposes Runyon as lacking the imagination to make him a true apostle of dandyism and he emerges as a clownish figure with much in common with the decorated statue in his patron’s garden. Brennan’s extended meditation on dandyism is most interested in its potential power. The running anxiety about the relationship between responsibility and matters of style in her work – revealed most strikingly in her satirical critique of Runyon – combined with her personal and professional interest in the subversive potential of fashion, suggests an attempt to redraw the constitution of dandyism on her own terms, so that style becomes a significant and empowering agent. 

‘To be around her was to see style being invented’: Maeve Brennan, Fashion, and Self-Fashioning 
In Maeve Brennan: Homesick at the New Yorker, Angela Bourke maps out how her life was characterised by contradictions embraced. Unapologetically and self-consciously feminine in her dress, but fiercely independent and fearlessly unconventional in the way she lived – these two facets of her personality though seemingly at odds with each other, harmonise in vital ways. In Brennan’s work, the right kind of sophistication and style and political commitment are far from mutually exclusive, but rather style comes to the aid of larger commitments, greater causes. In Wilde Style, Neil Sammells captures Wilde’s interest in clothing in the following terms: ‘In reading clothes as signs, Wilde shows a keen, modern awareness of the semiotics of fashion… Style though, for Wilde, embraces more than clothes or fashion –  it involves “attitude”’ (Sammells 2000: 4). In Brennan’s stories, Charles Runyon’s crime against dandyism is that he lacks the right kind of ‘attitude’. Runyon’s childish act of plastering makeup on the statue of a clown becomes a mirror image of his efforts to style himself and other people. It is the lack of vision beyond mere imitation that is exposed as particularly problematic in this version of dandyism. In ‘The Stone Hot-Water Bottle’ (1954), Runyon makes up Leona Harkey and styles her to look like the French artist Marie Laurencin. ‘“I invented you, my darling,” he liked to say’ (Brennan 2001: 77) affirming his status as a conceited arbiter of style. But throughout the implication is that, for Runyon, fashion and self-fashioning are a mere matter of mimicry rather than expressions of originality and so he fails to achieve anything close to ‘individual personality’. The fact that one of his most dedicated followers is trained to be an imitation of Marie Laurencin rather than cultivating her own expressive style or ‘attitude’ further diminishes his status in the stories. 
In reflecting on their friendship, Brennan’s obituarist in The New Yorker, William Maxwell, declared that ‘to be around her was to see style being invented’ (Bourke 2004: 165), and the same frequently cited encomium has taken on special value in how Brennan has been memorialised. But there is a good deal to suggest that, according to Brennan’s sensibility, and perhaps unusually for the dandy, with the invention of style comes responsibility. Brennan’s famed personal style was especially important to her defence of the beleaguered underclass of Irish women servants who populate her New York stories.​[1]​ Brennan underscores her defence of the Irish women immigrants who are given voice in her stories, by fashioning her own image as an Irish woman in New York as a model of elegance at home in the upper echelons of New York society. She answers back to a long history of caricaturing Irish women in popular magazines by making her own image the most powerful reply to the kind of prejudiced stereotyping that, more often than not, imagined the Irish servant underclass as a troublesome blight on American middle class domesticity and presented her as a gauche embarrassment at best, slovenly, feckless, and backward at worst (Diner 1983; Murphy 2000). Brennan’s much-celebrated film star quality and her carefully crafted sense of style became important accessories in the larger project of countering reductive stereotypes of Irish women. As an Irish woman writer at The New Yorker, an Irish woman in America, Brennan stages a defence of the Irish woman servant through her stories, in which more often than not the Irish servant wins out in the battle of wits with her middle class employers. For Brennan, the challenge of forging the uncreated conscience of her race in the mid-century Irish-American context was a matter of wardrobe sartorial choices as well as literary achievement. 
At the same time, her feminist and political conscience does not confine itself to Irish and Irish-American matters as her sympathy extends to other marginalised and oppressed population groups. For example, one of her ‘Long-Winded Lady’ essays  ‘The Flower Children’ (1967) offers a deeply sympathetic view of anti-Vietnam protestors in Washington Square (Brennan1997: 53-61). Another essay, ‘The Two Protestors’, is about two different acts of rebellion and revolution and depicts a one-legged man howling in the street and another being arrested for throwing a brick through a restaurant window. It is only at the end of the piece that the Long-Winded Lady tells us that: ‘The only thing I have left to say about the two protestors, or protestants, is that one of the men was black and one was white’ (Brennan 1997: 90). Published in 1964 and attuned to the growing impetus of the civil rights movement, this is just one indication of how Brennan’s literary mapping of New York is responsive to a range of injustices, although, unsurprisingly, she reserves her keenest satirical observations for the staging of a defence of the historically disadvantaged and pilloried Irish domestic servant. Brennan’s writing, then, contains a subtle political charge, whether in the stories that look back to her less fortunate immigrant foremothers or her Long-Winded Lady columns that stage a defence of New York’s architecture against the corporate threat of ‘Office Space’.​[2]​ 
If her stories and New Yorker essays reveal a great deal about her place as an Irish woman writer in America and her commitments as a New York writer, linked to this is a concern with style as a deeply meaningful form of creative expression and an important channel of personal agency. Ever aware of the difficulty of being an outsider, personal style became part of her armoury in holding her own in New York society. 
Attempts to chart the history of dandyism inevitably become knotted in the tensions between different competing versions of the figure of the dandy over time. In The Dandy and the Herald: Manners, Mind and Morals from Brummell to Durrell, Richard Pine offers a reminder of the changing currency of dandyism throughout history: 
The preoccupation with the mannerly qualities of the dandy is not simply a nineteenth-century misconception. The beau of the seventeenth century, serving inactive courtly requirements, was projected onto the dandy of the Regency court of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. … Michéal mac Liammóir’s discussion of Wilde as ‘dandy of dress, dandy of speech, dandy of manner, dandy of wit, dandy even of ideas and intellect’ re-establishes the wholeness of thought, appearance and behaviour, rescuing the dandy from accusations of mindless foppishness and re-asserting the intellectual discipline which distinguishes the heraldic from the purely sartorial (Pine 1988: 15).  
Brennan’s indictment of the failed dandy figure in her stories might be read as punishment for his failure to aspire to the ‘intellectual discipline’ invoked by Pine. As a complement to her critique of what emerges as an unsuccessful form of dandyism, there are moments when Brennan’s narratives draw attention to other kinds of performances of selfhood and scrutinise the importance of fashion and style as a channel for the same. Her Long-Winded Lady essay ‘The Good Adano’ (1966) contains a wry overstatement of the power of clothes, a hyperbolic illustration of Roland Barthes’s ‘fashion system’, which is founded upon his central claim in interview in 1967 that: 
Contrary to the myth of improvisation, of caprice, of fantasy, of free creativity, we can see that fashion is strongly coded. It is ruled by combination in which there is a finite reserve of elements and certain rules of change. The whole set of fashion features for each year is found in the collection of features which has its own rules and limits, like grammar (Barthes 2006: 100). 
In ‘The Good Adano’, the Long-Winded Lady sits alone in a restaurant and silently observes of a group of show girls, decoding the dramatic grammar of their costumes:
Their walk was sedate, as it well might be, because their dresses did all the work – slinky, skintight, slithering dresses that recalled the body of Circe, the gestures of Salome, and the intentions of Aphrodite. One dress was of white lamé sewn all over with tiny pearls and brilliants, and the other was of shiny baby-pink cotton striped up and down in thin lines with pink glass bugle beads. Each of the girls carried a cloudy gray mink stole and long gloves and a little fat handbag, and each of them, as she sat down, swept her right hand underneath herself to make sure her dress did not wrinkle, while her eyes went about the restaurant in a wary, commanding glance that took in everything there was to see (Brennan 1997: 101).
 In this scene, style choices effortlessly transform the women into Circe, Salome, and Aphrodite all at once. The inclusion of Salome here represents another gesture at a Wildean concern with style in Brennan’s work as well as coyly aligning Brennan with a tradition of Irish satire deployed effectively in her critique of the imperious and self-regarding elements of the New York literati and the socially ambitious upper middle classes placed under the microscope in stories set in Herbert’s Retreat. Because of this transformative power of fashion, with it, for Brennan, comes responsibility, and elsewhere in her New Yorker essays she expresses keen disappointment at the abnegation of such responsibility, most notably in a scene in ‘The New Girls on West Forty-ninth Street’ (1967) in which the Long-Winded Lady witnesses a young woman attempting to mimic the style of Marilyn Monroe: ‘Three or four summers ago, at about six o’clock in the evening, I saw a girl walking alone along Forty-ninth Street. She wore a red dress, and her walk was a ladylike travesty of Marilyn Monroe’s walk, and she was swinging her handbag’ (Brennan 1997: 164). The damning criticism of this ‘travesty’ of Monroe stems from the same source as her condemnation of Runyon for being a vain impressionist rather than a true exponent of style. It is all the more distressing for the Long-Winded Lady given that in ‘Balzac’s Favorite Food’ (1963) she expresses particular sympathy for Monroe and is angered when she overhears someone in a bookshop speaking disrespectfully of her. The unwitting Monroe impressionist given a walk-on part in ‘The New Girls on West Forty-Ninth Street’ serves as a foil for a somewhat outlandish but nevertheless galvanising expressive dance performed by a group of young women on one of midtown’s busiest thoroughfares. Their costumes and performances are gauche but entirely original and the longwinded lady concludes if they seem incongruous it is only because West Forty-ninth Street has some way to go before it catches up with them. For the Long-Winded Lady, the young woman stepping out in imitation of Monroe fades in comparison to the dancers: ‘All heads turned to stare at her as she sauntered boldly along in broad daylight, and she seemed very daring, but any of the girls I saw tonight would make short work of her’ (Brennan 1997: 164). The members of the dance troupe suffer abuse for their art and are taunted by a heckler, but the Long-Winded Lady calmly surveys the scene and concludes that they are simply ‘ahead of themselves by a year or two’ (Brennan 1997: 164). Unexpectedly, in the eyes of the Long-Winded Lady, these gauche but enthusiastic dancers prove to be an inspiration, while the limited performance of the Monroe impressionist is never more than a ‘travesty’. 
Reflections such as these on the interlinked questions of style, sophistication, and responsibility are threaded through Brennan’s writing, but are further amplified when examined in relation to her life. Such questions about self-display and performance take on a different gloss when examined in relation to Brennan’s own New York persona. Brennan’s distinctive style is intimately tied to the New York magazine and newspaper culture of the 1940s and 1950s. While her relationship with The New Yorker is well established and further consolidated by the inclusion of her work in anthologies such as Wonderful Town: New York Stories from the New Yorker (2001), the details of her association with Harper’s Bazaar in the 1940s are a little more mysterious. Her name appears on just a few credits in the magazine in this period, but she worked as a writer in the fashion department from 1943 to 1949 and was fully participant in the culture of the magazine in the years during and immediately after the Second World War. The culture of the magazine in the 1940s leaves its mark on her Brennan’s writing in significant ways. Having examined issues of the magazine from the same years, it is striking how its blend of literature, journalism, and high fashion editorials create a template for Brennan’s emergent attitudes towards fashion and self-presentation, all the more important given that this was the decade during which, as Angela Bourke argues in her biography, Brennan discovered her own personal style and aesthetic to which she would remain committed for the rest of her life (Bourke 2004: 138-47). ​[3]​ 
A series of photographs of Brennan at work at Harper’s Bazaar, taken by Life photographer Nina Leen in 1945, speak to an interest in fashion and style that goes beyond Brennan’s appointed role at the magazine. Life published a photo essay about Brennan’s work at Harper’s Bazaar and followed her around New York as she examined and appraised accessories that would later appear in the magazine’s fashion shoot. Each picture captures her studying an item of clothing or fashion accessory some of which are sported by a model and others, as in the case of a pair of glasses, worn by Brennan herself. Brennan is not just an aloof observer but fully participates in these scenes and often remains the subject of the photographs. More often than not she is pictured leaning back, head tilted towards the scene in a considered, evaluating posture. In a particularly striking photograph, Brennan models a pair of spectacles, peering closely at her own reflection in a looking glass. The image is especially interesting because Brennan’s expression is very much that of the detached fashion editor, but she is nevertheless fully active and absorbed in this fashion moment.
Such small but vital fashion details mattered to Brennan beyond her professional affiliations, as she invested great care in fashioning her own image for New York society. Bourke’s biography reveals a number of important details regarding Brennan’s wardrobe choices and returns time and again to her preference for black, her commitment to wearing a fresh rose or carnation in her buttonhole, and her lifelong habit of wearing her hair piled high on her head, even long after such a style might have seemed outmoded. It is a combination that is strikingly allusive. The rose or a carnation in her buttonhole reaches back to the symbolism of the red rose in W.B. Yeats’s poetry and Oscar Wilde’s green carnation, without overplaying the association. Sammells argues that Wilde’s green carnation served as ‘a multi-form, hybrid signifier’: ‘the badge of a homosexual coterie, a demonstration of the self-consciously modern and refined taste which prefers the artificial to the natural, and a declaration of national allegiance which refracts and politicises both’ (Sammells 2000: 16). In a moment designed to tease in ‘From the Hotel Earle’ (1960) Brennan’s Long-Winded Lady is seen purchasing a fresh carnation and pinning it to her lapel (Brennan 1997: 39). For Brennan, as for Wilde, national affiliations and allegiances were complex, both in terms of how she imagined herself and in how she was, as an Irish woman writer, imagined by New York society. 
In a letter to her husband St Clair McKelway, written while she was on a visit to Ireland in July 1959, she describes various encounters with Dublin tailors and the search for a báinín coat, a form of tweed that came to be closely associated with Irish fashion designers, most notably Sybil Connolly, who enjoyed significant acclaim in the United States in the 1950s. Connolly’s designs were emphatically Irish and on the occasion of her arrival in New York in 1953 Life magazine ran with a front page headline ‘Irish invade fashion world’. An article in the same issue, ‘Enterprise in Old Erin: The Irish Are Making a Stylish Entrance Into The World Of Fashion’, spelt out Connolly’s commitments as a designer: 
With all the air of a feudal baron marrying off his favorite daughter, 32-year-old Dublin designer Sybil Connolly invited Paris-bound U.S. fashion editors and buyers to a showing of her new collection and all by herself launched Ireland into the world of fashion. … Since the practical Irish will not accept extremes in fashion, Miss Connolly concentrates on the tweed daytime clothes and extravagant ball gowns that go with the local round of sporting events and fancy parties. This fall’s collection again showed off her knack with classic Irish materials. Because of inexpensive labor costs in Ireland, U.S. stores can import the styles ready made and, even after duty, sell them at prices relatively low for a top European label. Some of the trimmings came from England, France and Italy, but the inspiration for Designer Connolly’s clothes was strictly Irish (Life 1953: 44-49). 

Brennan recounts in her letter home to New York, six years on from Connolly’s invasion of the fashion world, details of a coat of special interest discovered on one of her Dublin shopping expeditions, which she describes as ‘a sort of Rathmines version of a Dior design’ (St Clair McKelway Personal Correspondence Folder 1959-1960, Box 130, The New Yorker Records). This characterisation of the coat is more than just a minor footnote as it brings into contact the sophistication of her adult life in New York and her Dublin childhood in Ranelagh, a neighbouring suburb of Rathmines – the two very different worlds of suburban Dublin and metropolitan New York are written into the grammar of the coat. 
In terms of Brennan’s personal taste, her preference for black, something noted by Bourke in her account of Brennan’s contemporaries’ impressions of the writer, is resonant with Beau Brummell’s block colours – what Maureen O’Connor characterises as ‘the Brumellian mode of exquisite understatement’ (O’Connor 2005: 469) in identifying black as a colour favoured by nineteenth-century dandyism. Brennan’s distinctive choice of hair style – one she remained faithful to throughout her life – was by the 1960s more at home with the fashion palette of Maud Gonne or Constance Markievicz than the salons of New York, appropriate perhaps to the nationalist roots of the Brennan family and to her own committed, if complex, sense of Irishness and, most particularly, her dedication to avenging her less fortunate immigrant sisters in a number of her stories. All of these style choices function as signifiers of different kinds and, as previously noted, Brennan’s critique of such processes of self-assembly suggests that these decisions were not taken lightly – such details mattered to Brennan, and all the more for a writer who according to Bourke was known to enjoy generating and deciphering codes (Bourke 2004: 189). Brennan’s interest in the power of self-fashioning, in exerting control over her own image, serves as a means of self-defence and is imaginatively tied to the political underpinnings of her work and the power of style to serve as ‘an important solvent of social hierarchies’ (Sammells 2000: 119). Brennan’s self-consciously determined elegance and celebrated stylish persona became its own answer to the prejudices encountered by less privileged Irish women immigrants as well as to the limitations set by other dominant models of Irish femininity to be found in American culture. 
In embracing the role of ‘Traveler in Residence’, Brennan recused herself from domestic life and the potentially restrictive demands of another familiar Irish stereotype, very different from the dominant figure of the servant, what Breda Gray describes as ‘the strong Irish mother’ in Women and the Irish Diaspora. According to Gray, the Irish woman migrant has historically posed a threat to the model of femininity produced by the Irish Constitution, with its emphasis on the life of women in the home: 
Women have been constituted and constitute themselves as modern Irish subjects in ways that have been central to the construction of Irish specificity, notions of national community, national modernisation and global Irish modernity. The communally oriented project of Irish modernisation produced the woman migrant as emblematic of individualism, sexuality and desire – all those things that constituted the ‘other’ of Irish femininities (Gray 2004: 59). 
Brennan’s pursuit of an individualism that allowed her to hold her own amongst the mid-century New York intellectual and literary elite ran contra to the available models of Irish femininity and she very strikingly set herself apart from one publicly visible strand of Irish culture in New York in the period. 
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^1	  For further discussion of the figure of the Irish woman servant in Brennan’s work, please see the chapter ‘The View from the Kitchen’ in Angela Bourke’s Maeve Brennan: Homesick at the New Yorker, Abigail Palko’s article ‘Out of Home in the Kitchen: Maeve Brennan’s Herbert Retreat Stories’ (New Hibernia Review) and my own reading of the stories in ‘Avenging “Bridget”: Irish Domestic Servants and Middle Class America in the Short Stories of Maeve Brennan’ (Irish Studies Review).
^2	  For a discussion of Brennan’s defence of New York cityscapes see ‘“No Place is Home – It is as it should be”: Exile in the Writing of Maeve Brennan’ (Éire-Ireland: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Irish Studies).
^3	  For a more developed discussion of the influence of Harper’s Bazaar on Brennan’s later writing see ‘Celebrity, Harper’s Bazaar, and the Writing of Maeve Brennan’ forthcoming in Breac: A Digital Journal of Irish Studies (University of Notre Dame).
